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conductÂ .Amazon has announced that it has added TV shows to the Amazon Prime service for

those subscribers who want to watch the shows while on the go. The new offering will let
subscribers watch episodes of popular shows like “House” and “Parks and Recreation” whenever
they want, so long as they have an Internet connection. Amazon announced that it has added TV

shows to the Amazon Prime service for those subscribers who want to watch the shows while on the
go. The new offering will let subscribers watch episodes of popular shows like “House” and “Parks

and Recreation” whenever they want, so long as they have an Internet connection. “We are
continuously looking to bring customers more of what they love and want, and the addition of TV
shows makes Prime even more compelling for members. Customers can use Prime to watch TV
shows with just a few taps on their iPhone or Android device,” said Brian Huff, vice president of
customer experience at Amazon, in a statement. Amazon is not the first major company to add

video content to its Prime service — Netflix began adding TV shows to the service in 2007 — and it
may not be the last, either. Currently, there are 2,500 TV shows available to stream and download
to your device. Netflix came out with the service in 2007, claiming that it would be able to deliver

the video content to its customers’ computers, which cost $79 per year. The cost of Netflix’s service
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